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f_'. or otherwise, therefor.

....I (d) The United States Government its departments

.jr!
...._ and agencies, are hereby authorized to, and may acquire for
•_...:. &n f

.:_ public purposes_he Mariana Islands property or any interest_.,!_,-

....._.:.:.tl \ in property, including any temporary use, in accordance with

:._"I ',i_ ,
-..":-._..:.,_"this subsection and subsection (f) Such property including

- _ I_ '._ ._,

.i ,I . ,that owned or controlled by private parties or the Government
--..._

t"!

:"_ of the Marianas, may be acquired under this subsection by-_._

-::i_i
•" :-: purchase, lease, exchange, gift, or otherwise under such

.;i.'- terms and conditions as may be negotiated by the parties,

.....-! subject to the limitations in subsection (g).

..•.;, (e) In no event may the estate in property

-7_! sought to be acquired by the United States be greater than a

I

: r_! fee. on a conditional limitation. The limiting event whichI
._
..,._

will terminate such a fee shall be the absence for a period

;_! of five years of the use of the land for public purposes of

•"_._ the United States Government. Upon termination, fee ownership.""d
" " i

'_i-I._i in the land shall revert automatically to the person, persons

" /.I or entity from whom it was acquired, or their heirs, or
I

"i"I _ successors ..............

.,__-_,.._.%(b'r' ['.7-:_ (f) In the event the United States is unable•"._'fto_ _--_' ........

'i__ C to acquire property or an znterest in property by negotiation

''[; 7
.i / in accordance with subsection (d), then it may acquire property

|

ii
•"I or an interest therein in accordance with the following procedure:

-_

(1) The United States may present to the

Government of the Marianas a statement describing the property

.i in. which it wishes to acquire an interest including therein 0__
i

_. the nature of the interest soughttobe acquired the public purposesi

for such interest, and a de--tailed appraisal report of the fair marke


